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in the opening and concluding paragraphs of the story, ginzburg brilliantly and perceptively
illustrates the effect of the landscape that delia, the narrator, experiences, both in the city
and in the countryside. in the first section, the protagonist describes the local landscape,

which appears to her at the start of her journey as a place of endless misery. first, she
observes that the sky is cloudy and that the air is heavy, as if they were just waiting for her to
start her journey. then, she describes the landscape itself, a space covered by mountains that

lie in a parched valley, and a road that goes on in the distance. the landscape thus appears
both as a source of oppressiveness and as a geographical barrier. la campagna si era

trasformata in una serie di montagne gialle, senza caratteristiche particolari. e avevamo l'aria
oppressiva e pesante dei paesi in cui non si andava, delle città in cui si è bella, delle città in

cui si è male, dove la morte sembra sempre avvicinarsi ad una persona da salvare o da
trapassare ( 2). as we can see, this is what we would expect of the countryside, a landscape

that would seem to impose restrictions on the protagonists life, but also as a space that is full
of life, of possibilities, of promises. in the midst of the traditional quest for the city, the night

battles intersperses a story, that of the benandanti, that only makes sense through the frame
of one that is more traditionally defined, that of the inquisitors who are trying to eliminate the

benandanti. if, as the benandanti believe, they can only be appeased through the battle
against witches and wizards, the inquisitors had to believe that they had the power to destroy

them. the inquisitors were therefore fighting a war that was also a war against themselves;
they were actually fighting the very figure of the witch, the sorceress, the sorcerer, the

wizard. while ginzburgs short story may endow the benandanti with a potentiality, ferrantes
novel carries the full force of the enigma to the very end. there is no solution to the

benandanti problem, no ultimate solution, and no final battle. there is only a benandanti
which is still to be written and written into.
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both the short story and the novel are important in the
context of ginzburgs international recognition. the
collection includes one short story, l'ultima sfilata,
which was published in italy in 1955. this piece, in

which ginzburg revisits some of the themes
encountered in diario di una donna nel rione, is one of
the strongest elements of ginzburgs writing, and is a

revealing reflection on the difficulties inherent in
sustaining relationships. ginzburg would return to it in

l'amore che si fa amore, where she explores the
problems of a relationship whose initial blissfulness is

destined to be destroyed by the intransigence of
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passion. we do not claim to have fully understood the
richness of carlo ginzburgs theories and the very

original way in which he has approached his subject
matter. we think that, on the contrary, his work has

certainly opened a new field of research for the literary
study. this new field, which we are going to try to

approach in this volume, will certainly play an important
role in the future of literary studies. we are very

grateful to carlo ginzburg and to the editors at mit press
for allowing us to publish these essays. the present

volume is a reprint of a lecture given at the conference
"carlo ginzburg and the renaissance," which was held at

the university of chicago in february 2007. we would
like to thank the university of chicago press and the

participants at the conference for their support of the
present volume, which was a great honor. the sentence

structure ginzburg uses is most likely the result of a
conscious choice, which i believe stems from the idea

that the narrative, through the careful structuring of the
sentences, should produce a pleasurable, rather than a
turbulent, reading experience. the sentence type used
in the paragraph, which has been remarked by several
critics, is frequently used in the contemporary narrative

fiction written in italian. if we compare ginzburgs
language with that of zola, we see that in la strada che
va in citt, the language of ginzburgs story comes closer

to that of zola, than ferrantes. in ferrantes fiction,
language is used not only for narrative purposes but
also to tell the story of the characters. therefore, the

linguistic choices we observe in ginzburgs text, are part
of a wider project of the writer as a self-conscious, self-

dramatizing artist who, as cavarero argues, goes
beyond the limits of simple narrative and enters the

realm of the poetic, which in turn enables him to
represent a dream-like landscape in which the

protagonist finds herself. the novelle and the novella
are literary forms that belong to the renaissance and

contain the same elements and structures as the frase
popolare or street language of the people. however, the
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frase popolare does not refer to the everyday reality of
the people. it is a speech that allows them to express
their emotions and to express their dreams as well as

their aspirations. in other words, it is a speech that
reveals the fantasies and the desires of the people. if

the author uses a word or a phrase that is typical of the
frase popolare, he is not betraying the people, but is
rather revealing the “barbarous beauty” that all of us

carry within us (cavarero 11). 5ec8ef588b
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